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The
main lesson
about praying
is just:
Do it! Do it!

Do it!
John Laidlaw

John Laidlaw
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Foreword
“Dad, why does God never say anything back when we pray?” our son asked
me when he was about ten. This was followed a few moments later by, “Dad,
can we pray together that we’ll win the football match tomorrow?” We had a
fascinating discussion about these questions. What if there was someone
on the other side who was now praying with his mum or dad that their team
would win the match the next day? Should we pray for a draw?
“Lord, teach us how to pray”, one of the disciples asked Jesus. Our son’s
question reminded me of this. How do I teach him to pray and to listen to
God, too? How does he learn to pray according to God’s will? And even more
importantly, how do I first learn this myself? The disciples, too, wanted to know
how they should pray. So it’s not a strange question: How should I do it? It’s
great that this little book is a creative and inspiring tool for this.
We can pray, “Your Kingdom come, Your will be done on earth as it is in
heaven”. Is it not wonderful that by praying, we can ask God to come into the
world of our teenager(s) and that God’s will be done there. How much this is
needed in the complex world of the teenager, in which they are discovering
more and more of their identity. So much takes place that you have less
and less control over as parents. Increasingly, you have to let them go. How
exciting this is, and sometimes difficult, too. How liberating it is if you can
constantly bring your teenagers to God. He wants to be there and you can
ask for His will to be done.
By now, my son is over fifteen years older. How good it is to see how he
has developed spiritually as well. It is special to see how God has spoken at
decisive moments in His life. For us as parents, this is an answer to prayer. It
is impressive to see how he now even teaches other young people how they
can pray. For this is also a prayer that Jesus teaches us. When he saw the
crowd, He felt pity for them. They were exhausted and like sheep without a
shepherd. Then Jesus said, “The harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few.
Ask the Lord of the harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his harvest
field.” This is a prayer that is less well known than the universally familiar
Lord’s Prayer. But I hope that this book will contribute to every young person
worldwide having someone who is praying for them. So that every young
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person is brought to God, and God is brought to every young person. And that
old and young will be mobilised to be available to pray for a new generation.
This instructive and inspiring book can be an important tool in this. The original
Dutch book came into being through Youth for Christ in the Netherlands.
Saskia van Helden, one of the authors and sources of inspiration for WakeUp
Deborah, has been the driving force in making the book available worldwide.
My prayer is that this book will contribute to people being inspired and taught
how they can pray for young people in various ways. We can look forward to
what God is going to do for every young person, because He is faithful and
does what He has promised:
“Again, truly I tell you that if two of you on earth agree about anything they
ask for, it will be done for them by my Father in heaven.” (Matt. 18:19)

Edward de Kam
Area Director of Youth for Christ Europe, Middle East & North Africa
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Prayer
and your
faith
Saskia van Helden
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“For years it seemed my son no longer needed God. He partied till deep in the
night and came home on Sunday morning to sleep off his hangover. Harsh
words were sometimes exchanged and in that period I prayed a great deal. I
told my son that God wouldn’t let go of him because I brought him regularly
before God’s throne in prayer. Then there was a sudden change: on one of
his nights out, “coincidentally” he bumped into the woman he was to marry.
My son was married today and I saw him kneeling in the church together
with his wife in order to receive a blessing on their marriage! This was for me
a tremendous miracle. An encouragement for other mothers doing battle in
prayer: keep praying for your child!” - A praying mother

PRAYER AS THE ENGINE OF FAITH
In our local shopping centre you sometimes see a lad walking around with a
sandwich board. On the board is the text “Free Hug”. If you feel in need of a
cuddle or two arms around you, he gives you these for free. It’s mainly young
people who take advantage of this. You could also see prayer for a teenager
in this light. You give him, as it were, a hug from God and you wrap God’s
arms around him. In this way he will sense the love, security and protection
God wants to give him. Young people need much love and we can give them
that by our attention and appreciation but also through our prayer.
Puberty is a period with numerous contradictory feelings, which all have to
do with the search for identity, even in faith. It’s possibly the most important
period as far as the development of faith is concerned. What you have taught
them about God and the Bible up till now is weighed up, held critically up
to the light and compared with what others say. The more young people
think in abstract terms, the more their view of God changes and Biblical
concepts such as sin or love for your neighbour acquire more meaning. In
their search, young people are looking for reality in others but more especially
in themselves. In this period, they often experiment with the standards they
have been set at home and in the Church to test their validity. Maybe you as
a parent are uneasy about your teenager’s search and urge to experiment
and you look for ways to give him an anchor. In your prayers, you share this
with God, Who knows your teenager through and through, and you ask Him
for protection, safekeeping and guidance.
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My life with God is the answer to my parents’ daily prayers for me. They
started with this even before I was born. They pray for me every morning and
every evening. That’s just tremendous. They talk to God as if He were sitting
there with them. “You hand your child over to God and trust that He will make
things turn out well”, my mother used to say. You find all kinds of examples
in the Bible of parents who prayed for their children. Think of Jochebed, the
mother of Moses, and Hannah who prayed for her son Samuel.
Of course you don’t need to be the biological parent of a teenager in order to
pray for him. There are plenty of foster parents, grandparents, youth leaders
and pastors who pray for young people in their vicinity. Prayer requires
relationship, whereas young people would rather vanish in the anonymity of
the group. It also requires perseverance and patience, while young people
would rather have their wishes fulfilled immediately. Prayer depends on an
invisible relationship with God, while the younger generation put their trust
in what they can see.
So, prayers of young people: God is with you, always and everywhere. This is
unique compared with all the other loving relationships you have. You cannot
always see or feel Him, but He is accessible and pays 100% attention to what
you say. Prayer is personal and intimate. It adds depth to your relationship
with God. It means staying close to Him, talking to Him and listening to Him.
In this way it’s the engine of your faith, for as you talk to God, you receive
forgiveness, inspiration, comfort and encouragement for every day.
In Luke 11, Jesus tells us it’s possible for God to change His mind. He cannot
ignore our prayers, because He is good. Jesus emphasizes the power of
prayer and encourages us to be inventive, to keep asking, seeking and
knocking. If you ask Him, God will give you His Holy Spirit. Prayer changes
impatience into trust and guides you when you are uncertain. It helps you to
love God above all else and when you experience that love, then daily prayer
is no longer an obligation. It sets the tone for the day and you won’t want to
miss out on that. I could put it even more strongly: for me it is an opportunity
missed if I don’t commit the day and the people I love to God.
But the engine of your faith sometimes skips a beat or stops. That can happen
for example if you don’t receive an answer to your requests. Then you need
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the stories and promises in the Bible in order to accept that you won’t get an
answer to all your questions. Do you find it difficult to find the right words to
pray for a teenager? In that case, you can count on the Biblical promise that
God’s Spirit will help you to pray according to His will (Romans 8:26-28). So
practice it and experience that it’s true.

“You don’t need to be
the biological parent of a
teenager in order to pray for
him.”

OPEN AND HONEST
The responsibility for a teenager can weigh heavily on your shoulders. Maybe
their childhood years were relatively carefree but now you see all kinds of
hazards ahead when you think about his friends, the influence of social media,
his health, nightlife, and especially when you think about the development
of his faith. You may feel powerless as far as his interest in the Bible or his
aversion to Church activities is concerned. As his circle of friends becomes
more and more important, your role as parent changes. Yet you can have just
as much influence on his life as in his childhood years, because a teenager
needs prayer in all areas of life as the foundation for his development and
growth in faith.
When you resolve to pray for a young person, you will grow in faith yourself.
You get to know God better and recognize Him at work in your own life. In
the measure that you understand more about Him, you will be able to trust
Him more for His answers to your prayers for your teenager. Putting it even
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more strongly, Mark says that if you trust that you have already received
what you ask, you will receive it (Mark 11:24). To know God is the beginning
of wisdom. His Spirit gives you love, joy and peace, patience, kindness and
goodness: qualities you will need in bringing up and caring for young people.
Daily prayer for your teenager teaches you to be dependent on God. It’s not
that God is dependent on your prayers. God doesn’t need our prayers in
order to know what’s going on in the life of a teenager; He is his Creator. But
you need it to know what’s important. Because God knows your teenager
through and through, you can ask Him for a heart to see him as he really is:
to see his talents, be a listening ear for his stories and to receive the right
words to correct him where necessary. Prayer forms a bridge to the life of
your teenager, because through prayer you see him with the eyes of Jesus
and you can stand with him. Your prayer for the younger generation is of
countless value, now and for all eternity.

“God doesn’t need our prayer in
order to know what’s going on in the
life of a teenager, but you need it to
know what’s important.”

Prayer not only gives you insight into the way your teenager behaves, it
also functions as a mirror for yourself. As you talk to God, you might come
to realize that the way you approach the relationship has an adverse effect
and doesn’t do justice to your teenager. In that case, it’s time for a chat with
him in which you are honest about your own shortcomings in the upbringing
and can also ask his forgiveness.
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In order to start praying for young people, or to persevere, you can join a
prayer group or a WakeUp Deborah group (see page 94). Sharing your
experiences in prayer with others is very much like the meetings of the early
Christian Churches, where everything was shared. You talk about your
teenagers in the safety of a community of faith and that is a tremendous
encouragement. Ensure that these conversations and your prayers for the
teenagers are confidential and that you respect the wishes of your young
people. What is even more important is to talk with your teenager yourself
about your faith. You will probably discover he’s more open than you think.

INVEST IN THE GROWTH OF HIS FAITH
A young person will experience it as something very special that you take
the time every day to pray for him and he will probably be willing to share
his most important prayer needs with you. He will feel you are taking him
seriously when you commit his questions, problems or disappointments to
God in prayer. It will increase his self-esteem and self-confidence and give
him the freedom to share his life with you. Through your daily prayer, he feels
he is not only important in your eyes but also in the eyes of God. If there’s
a teenager in your family, Church or neighbourhood who needs your prayer
every day, overcome your reticence and get started. Do you have a problem
finding the right words every day? Use God’s Word; many Bible texts contain
a warning, an exhortation, encouragement, thanksgiving or a promise that is
applicable to the life of your teenager. If you want to pray for his faith to grow,
you could follow Paul’s example and pray the following every day:
“For this reason, since the day I heard about you, I have not stopped praying
for you. I continually ask God to fill you with the knowledge of his will through
all the wisdom and understanding that the Spirit gives, so that you may live
a life worthy of the Lord and please him in every way: bearing fruit in every
good work, growing in the knowledge of God.”
Colossians 1:9-10
This text will add power to your own words. Proclaiming God’s Word is never
without effect. God will take your prayers seriously.
In Revelation 5, John gives us a sketch of heaven. Before God’s throne, the
scroll of world history is handed to Jesus. As the only one without sin, He can
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break the seals of that scroll. That momentous vision also makes mention of
the place of prayer in the course of world history. When Jesus accepts the
scroll, the elders bow before Him, each with a golden bowl full of incense.
These are the prayers of the saints: our prayers! It seems our prayers can
influence the course of world history and that God is even prepared to change
His mind. This is of course human reasoning, but if our prayers can have
such effect, let’s keep praying that our teenagers will follow Jesus. However,
things don’t always work out as we would like. Your teenager goes his own
way, sometimes with God, sometimes without Him. Letting go is painful and
difficult then. It’s an opportunity to show your trust in the way your child is
developing. That foundation of trust – the safety and security he experiences
at home – will help him through adolescence.

“Letting go is an opportunity
to show your trust in the way
your teenager is developing.”

BLESS YOUR TEENAGER
As well as praying for your teenager, you can also bless him. Blessing means
that you speak out good things about him on God’s behalf, words with a
promise. Pronouncing the blessing is part of the priestly ministry.
I Peter 2:9 tells us that we have all become priests and can therefore pass
on the blessing. Pronouncing God’s word is of great power: for renewal, for
healing, for commissioning or equipping. Blessing your teenager enriches
the development of his faith, because the Bible is full of promises for people
who seek God or put their trust in Him. So use it!
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You can speak out your blessing in the presence of your teenager. As a sign
of encouragement, you can lay your hands on his head or shoulders. Tell
him you are going to do that and ask his permission. If he is not present, you
can bless him in your thoughts.
You can bless him with qualities such as faithfulness, honesty and feelings of
sympathy. You can also bless him for a particular task such as taking part in
the Church music team or helping in the crèche. Some teenagers share the
responsibility for others in the family because of illness or other limitations
and you can bless them for their role in that capacity. So the blessing is
more than a prayer; it means passing on God’s promises of His presence,
of courage and love!

Saskia van Helden is coordinator of WakeUp Deborah
Europe, Middle East & North Africa and The Netherlands.
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Ellen: “Keep praying! Even if you think
your child isn’t interested anymore.”
Ellen is married to Henk. Together they have four boys: Tobias (21), Ruben
(18), Joachim (15) and Manuel (11). “We already started to pray when our
boys were still very little. For example, at bedtime. We would sing a song
and then we would pray. Now Tobias and Ruben are older, for them this is
rather a thing of the past. But as parents, of course we still pray for them. With
Manuel, we still pray together, certainly when we have a moment together
at bedtime. We regularly talk to Joachim about prayer. He shares with us
what he has experienced in his faith, too. Sometimes he comes home from
club and he’s completely full of it. Besides the usual times of prayer, I also
pray very specifically for them. I’ve always asked them whether there was
anything they wanted prayer for and sometimes they’ve told us about things
that were bothering them.”
“Once or twice a year, as a family we go to the convention of the Charismatic
Study Group. For them it’s good to know that others, too, are involved with
God and prayer. At school, they sometimes feel like the odd-man-out. So
I pray for them that they will not be embarrassed and that they will remain
positive in their faith. Ultimately you hope that prayer will become a habit
when they’re older.”
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mother
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Mother Ellen
Praying for your children has a positive effect not only on them, but also on
yourself, Ellen knows. “I’ve learned how to deal with things better through
prayer. Joachim has problems concentrating, which means that he sometimes
finds it difficult at school. Then we pray for help for him and for ourselves to
accept how things are going. Our pray for him has been, ‘God, let him remain
a joyful child’. In the evening, he’s sometimes dejected, but the next morning
he’s cheerful again. It’s great to see that resilience in your child. He doesn’t
get hung up on things. That makes you feel better as a parent.”
“Our prayer for our elder children is that they will be sure of themselves and
know what they stand for and what they believe. We have passed on the faith
to them, but a time comes when you have to let them go. Then the question is
whether they will hold on to that. This is a matter of prayer. It’s very important
to be open with one another. We passed this on to them from an early age.
Besides this, we pray for safety, and also for good friends. When you go to
college, you make lots of new friends.”
For praying parents, Ellen has a simple tip: “Keep praying! Even though you
think that your child isn’t interested anymore. Pray for the understanding that
God will not let go of your child and that your child doesn’t have to manage
on his own. Even if he turns his back on the Church, you can still know, ‘You
are turning away from God, but God will not let you go.’ As a praying parent,
you can benefit from this.”

Mother Ellen on prayer
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Each of the young people hesitatingly takes a place by one of the plates. On
each plate is a meal that symbolizes how often you spend time with God.
How often do you pray? Twenty-five per cent of the young people stand by
the plate marked “chips”. They spend time with God once a week. Three of
them spend time with Him every day and take their places by the plates of
bread. One lad takes his place by “water”. He prays several times a day. Most
of them spend time in prayer once a month and, grinning sheepishly, they
stand by the plates marked “Chinese take-away”. There is not one young
person standing by the plate marked “fondue”, which would mean they never
prayed. An interesting assignment to present to young people and then to
talk more deeply about the position they have taken and how satisfied are
they with this place.

PRAYER IN THE BIBLE
The research report Church out of sight? Inspiring young people…!, published in 2013, indicates that young people mostly pray around meal times,
probably because they have been used to this at home. Two-thirds of all the
schoolchildren who took part in the research never pray at all. Young people
pray more when they’re afraid, sad or thankful than when they’re happy. If we
compare the results of the research with those of the young people mentioned
above, we can conclude that they pray more frequently.
What if we posed the question to Daniel, who was banished from hearth and
home? He would go and stand by the place marked “water”. He drew on the
Water of Life. It was Daniel’s habit three times a day to kneel down and pray
to his God and praise Him (Daniel 6:10). What I particularly notice here is that
it says “to his God”. This indicates that there is a relationship. Prayer means
communicating. We often read about Jesus that He regularly sought a quiet
place to pray. He left the crowd to its own devices and found a lonely place
(Luke 5:16). Jesus spent time with His Father.
Spending time with God gives us the chance to express our thanks, to open
our hearts to Him and learn from Him. God can confront us, comfort, encourage and surprise us. It provides the opportunity to worship and praise Him,
to hear God’s voice and experience His presence.
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THE PLACE OF EMOTION IN PRAYER
One Monday morning I was sitting in a pew in a cathedral. Just sitting and
meditating. Two teenage girls wandered into the cathedral, arm in arm. They
lit a candle on this ordinary weekday. They stayed quite a while in the church
and then walked out again together. As I sat there in the church, I wondered:
Why did these two young people do this? What was going on in their lives
that made them take time for prayer? Lighting a candle is a form of prayer
that many young people experience as positive. They pray when they are
in trouble, afraid, tense before an exam, or incredibly relieved to hear they
have passed!
Joseph must have prayed desperately in that pit for mercy from his brothers. Later on in Egypt, he will have dreamt of and prayed for a miracle. Talk
about fear! In the midst of waves towering meters above them, the sailors
called on God and, at their wits’ end, they decided to throw Jonah overboard.
David turned every prayer into a song. We find his fears, anger, regrets and
thankfulness in the Psalms. Stormy circumstances drive you to prayer. At
such times, young people often turn to song. They will write a rap to express
their struggles, they will listen to a song that reflects their helplessness and
sadness, for example when remembering the victims of a disaster. Fortunately
there is nothing wrong with expressing our emotions in prayer. James even
encourages us to do so: “Is anyone among you in trouble? Let them pray. Is
anyone happy? Let them sing songs of praise.” (James 5:13)

PRAYING YOUR WAY
It’s essential to be open about your prayer life, especially in your contact with
young people. Do you explain to them what your prayer life looks like, when
you make the time to pray and where you do that? Or the way you pray? Is
your prayer life structured? When I tell young people honestly that I don’t
find it easy to pray or be still, they are all ears. That rings a bell with them! I
explain my struggles to them. How I have forced myself, by setting my alarm
clock, to be self-disciplined in spending time with God. Five minutes’ prayer
every day the first week. The week after that I try to be still for ten minutes
every day, to pray and listen to God. In this way, you add five minutes every
week until a daily prayer time of thirty minutes is a habit that you don’t want
to miss. It’s good to share your struggles in prayer with young people. For
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example: if you have to leave home early, how do you fit in your prayer time
then? Many young people pray while they’re cycling or on the train. And that
works out very well. It’s especially important to emphasize that there are all
sorts of ways to pray. It’s such a relief to discover that there are all kinds of
methods and forms of prayer in the Bible. Peter knelt down, Jeremiah stood
up and Nehemiah sat down. Abraham stretched himself out on the ground
and Elijah prayed with his head between his knees. Paul interspersed his
prayers with songs and Mary wrote poems. You can pray anywhere, in any
position and in many different ways.

LEARNING TO PRAY
Jesus was asked by his “young people”, “Lord, teach us to pray.” How often
have you been asked that question and how do you reply? Are you helping
young people to learn how to pray out loud? Jesus gave us an example, the
Lord’s Prayer. You discover how well young people understand the meaning
of the Lord’s Prayer if you let them put a sentence in their own words. It’s
touching what they come up with.
Our Father in heaven
Hallowed be Your name
Your kingdom come
Your will be done on earth
As it is in heaven
Give us today our daily bread
Forgive us our trespasses
As we forgive who trespass against us
And lead us not into temptation
But deliver us from evil
For Yours is the kingdom
And the power and the glory
For ever and ever
Amen

Dear Lord God
You are so great
And Jesus is coming back
What you want
Is what happens
Lord, give us something to eat
Forgive our mistakes
And teach us to forgive others
Don’t test us more than we can take
Free us from evil thoughts
For everything is Yours
Your power reigns
Here and in my heart
Amen

(anonymous young person)
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As well as this sample prayer, Jesus tells us to:
keep it honest
keep it simple
keep praying

“Peter knelt, Jeremiah stood up and
Nehemiah sat down. Abraham
stretched himself and Elijah prayed
with his head between his knees.”

How honest and simple a prayer can be is illustrated in the tax collector’s
prayer in Luke 18: “God, have mercy on me, a sinner.” How many young people do you know who are disappointed in: themselves, the Church, the world,
God? Who no longer even risk an arrow prayer but only utter a despairing
sigh up to heaven? But even those prayers will be answered! If you talk to
young people regularly about prayer, they will have the courage to be more
and more open about the things that hinder them from praying. Everyone
has periods when it’s almost impossible to pray. But that’s the very moment
when it’s so good to know that – as well as the Holy Spirit Who prays for you
continuously – there are also others praying for you (and your situation).

PRAYER PAYS OFF
In discussions with young people about prayer, I constantly hear that the
most difficult thing is to persevere. Jesus urges us to pray and to keep at it
(Luke 18): “Will not God bring about justice for His chosen ones, who cry out
to Him day and night? Will He keep putting them off? I tell you, He will see
that they get justice, and quickly.”
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Pray day and night. Make a habit of prayer. Not just a quick prayer before a
meal but praying like Daniel. Prayer that is woven into your life. In order to
challenge young people to do this, it’s vital that you explain what the impact
is. Can you share what prayer and time with God mean to you? Why do you
choose to make time for that? I remember a man who told me that he spent
thirty minutes a day with God and that after a year, he was a different person.
One reason for praying that you can pass on to young people is in Matthew
6:6, “But when you pray, go into your room, close the door and pray to your
Father, Who is unseen. Then your Father, Who sees what is done in secret,
will reward you.”
One characteristic of prayer is that it’s between you and the Father. It belongs
to the two of you. Thoughts, whispers, quiet words, complaining to God or
a desperate fit of crying. He Who hears your secret prayer, will reward you!

I DON’T GET A REPLY
A young girl recently told her mother, “Mum, I’ve asked God now so often to
reveal Himself to me. I don’t feel Him. I’m going to stop. I’m not going to pray
for that any more. If God wants it, then He’ll have to look for me Himself.”
A particularly exciting aspect of prayer is answered prayer. It’s tremendous
when God surprises young people by answering their prayers. Then they
may be wildly excited. Or completely silent. “God has heard me!” We find a
beautiful example of an excited young person in Acts 12. The Church was
praying fervently for Peter’s release. When Rhoda recognized Peter’s voice
at the door, she was so happy that she forgot to open the door, but ran inside
to tell everyone that Peter was there.
Let’s be honest. Not all prayers are answered. What if you’ve prayed and
worked hard but fail your exam? What if God doesn’t heal? Prayer is an
adventure. There are promises in the Bible of which we can be one hundred
per cent sure that God will fulfil them. We can encourage young people to
pray those prayers out loud. So often we pray for the humdrum of daily life
with all its ins and outs. Of course that is good, but it’s important to be honest
with young people about the impact of prayer. God can do anything, but He
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is not obliged to do so. He is free to give what He wants. Joseph was lifted
out of the pit by his brothers, but that didn’t mean he was free. Only many
years later was he reunited with his father and brothers.
Another example in the Bible is Manoah and his wife, who gives birth to a
child who from his mother’s womb is dedicated to God as Nazirite: Samson.
He is attracted to a Philistine girl, Timna. His parents are not happy about his
choice. It is contrary to God’s instructions to the Israelites. They challenge
him to look for a wife in his own family or in any case among his own people.
But Samson presses on with his plan, despite his parents’ protests. Does
this sound familiar? Your child makes other choices than you had hoped
and that raises questions. How often will Samson’s parents have prayed to
God? But God doesn’t desert the young Samson. We find the reason in the
text: “His parents did not know this was from the Lord, Who was seeking an
occasion to confront the Philistines; for at that time they were ruling over
Israel.” (Judges 14:4)
God’s plans, including those for young people, can sometimes be different
from what we think. And He sometimes chooses to conceal them! But Manoah
and his wife put their trust in the promise they had received before Samson’s
birth. “The boy is to be a Nazirite, dedicated to God from the womb. He will
take the lead in delivering Israel from the hands of the Philistines.” (Judges
13:5)
Listening to God can also lead to special occurrences. We see this in practice
with the young Samuel. God teaches him personally to listen to His voice,
but what he hears about Eli’s family is heartrending (I Samuel 3). Samuel is
nevertheless expected to pass on the message.
What God tells us or shows us can deviate strongly from what we envisage. If
we are honest, we have to admit that prayer sometimes brings us to the suffering of the Cross, wrestling with our requests as Jesus did in Gethsemane.
At the same time, He is the only one who can bring us to the point where we
can say, “Your will be done.”
Young people need to be aware that prayer is never pointless (Jeremiah
29:12). God wants to reward prayer (Matthew 6:6) and everyone who spends
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time with God will confirm that they cannot do without it. With a simple illustration, you can encourage them to keep praying. Take a coloured effervescent
tablet and ask them to throw it into a bowl of water. The water bubbles, gives
off a scent and after a couple of minutes, there is nothing left of the tablet.
Is that the same with prayer? Is there nothing left of your prayers? Put that
question to them. Talk it through together. Explain that God sometimes asks
us to be patient. The effect of prayer is not always bubbles and spray, but
just like with the tablet, we can be sure that the water has changed colour
for good.

TIPS
•

Encourage young people – before they spend time with God – to listen
to a song that will help them to calm down. The song will help them to put
their daily cares behind them for a while, so that they can focus on God.

•

Link every day with a prayer topic. In this way you automatically get variety
in your prayers.

•

Prayer is a learning process. Try to pray for ten minutes without using the
word “I”.

•

Challenge a group of young people to form buddies, so that they help
each other to spend more time with God. In practice, this produces some
surprising results! As leaders, take part in this and include it regularly in
the programme.

Riana Timmer (pseudonym) develops missionary products
for children and young people. She worked for many years at
Youth for Christ and is the author of several youth books.
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Jochem: “Listen to God with the question:
What do You have for the pupils?”
Jochem is a chemistry teacher at a Jenaplan secondary school. “Two years
ago, for six months I prayed together with four teenagers. One of them had
seen on Facebook that I was a Christian too. She said that there were some
other Christian teenagers at the school, as well. We agreed to meet together
and to talk about what it means to be a Christian. We also started to pray
together, for teachers, for the school, for their friends and for their home
situations.”
“It was great to see the results! The pupils became surer of themselves with
regard to faith: they no longer felt they were alone, and they had the courage
to stand up for their faith. They regularly came to me with things that they
wanted to pray for and with questions about how to deal with things.”
Praying with pupils at a non-Christian school requires caution, says Jochem.
“With the idea that I want to respect my leaders, I told my boss that I was
planning to pray with the pupils. She was pleased to be informed about this.
We would also like to pray with and for non-Christian teenagers. What keeps
me from doing so is whether this is permissible in my profession as a teacher.
I would like to very much.”
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Teacher Jochem
“We want to start praying with Christian pupils again, but we realise that it’s
good to see what God wants. So now I’m praying with a colleague. We first
want to create space for God. We start with worship, with a guitar. We invite
the Holy Spirit to be present and we ask what we should pray for. Then we
pray together for colleagues and for pupils. We also check what effect this
has. An interim teacher said that he was having difficulty with a class that
was very noisy. We then prayed for the whole class. He got into conversation
with a third-year who was not comfortable in himself. This turned out to be
the cause of the trouble. The next lesson, he had very good contact with the
boy and he was quite calm.”
“It’s incredible what an influence the home situation has on behaviour and
performance. Many pupils are troubled by sorrow they have not come to
terms with and no one wants to hear about. If we can talk to them and take
time for them, a deluge comes out. Perhaps this is already prayer: listening
to them on the part of God and blessing them by proclaiming words from God
over them. We try to embark on the day’s lessons with the Holy Spirit. When
we are talking to the pupils, we try to listen to Him and to put the question,
‘What do You have for the pupils?’ We challenge one another to do this too.”
“Prayer is hugely important and has a great effect. This means that it’s important that parents pray for their teenage son or daughter at school.” Jochem’s
tip: “Pray for good friendships. As an adolescent, you mimic everything from
your friends, and you’re infected by whatever you go around with. Pray also
for protection of the truth, so that the truth from their childhood grows to
maturity and also becomes the truth for people around them.”
Teacher Jochem on prayer
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The impact
of prayer
Robert Colijn

I was sitting in on a meeting of the youth council of a Protestant Church in
the Netherlands. They had just shown me their beautiful new youth centre.
Now they were looking at me and finally the chairman said, “Robert, we
have a magnificent centre, but our problem is that we have no young people.
What should we do about it?” Now I could have responded straight away
with all kinds of practical tips and a plan of action, but instead I said, “That’s
an excellent question to put to God!” They looked at me earnestly and the
answer I was given was, “I think you’re right, but at the moment that doesn’t
get us anywhere.” But the outcome of the evening was that they began to
pray specifically for their youth work, their children and themselves. It is now
six years on. A few weeks ago they went camping with their teenagers: sixty
young people! One of their leaders gave a workshop on the Youth for Christ
Training Tour about prayer and how to listen to God. The fact that they simply
brought the practical needs of their youth work to God in prayer is still having
a gigantic impact – on them personally, on their Church, on the youth work
and on the teenagers.

LORD, TEACH US TO PRAY
You can apparently be a Christian for a long time and yet not know what or
how you should pray. The disciples had been with Jesus for quite a while.
They had heard and seen amazing things and yet they came to Jesus with the
request, “Lord, teach us how to pray.” How come they asked this? Particularly
as they had been through so much with Him. This story in Luke 11 has given
a new boost to my prayers. It was actually a very good question, “Jesus, will
you teach me to pray?” It’s my desire that through reading this book, you too
will ask the same question of Jesus.
I have learned that prayer is an interaction, in which you learn to hear God’s
voice. This is actually obvious, because if you ask God a question, He should
be given the chance to answer. Prayer simply means asking questions. When
Jesus says, “Ask and you shall receive”, it’s clear that He is talking about
asking. And yet I have often come to God with my list, dropped it off with Him
and then carried on with what I was doing. That’s the same as going to the
doctor with all kinds of physical complaints, telling him all about them and
then disappearing just when he is about to tell you how you can be rid of your
aliments. This is what my prayer life used to be like, and I know it’s the same
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for many Christians. Somebody once made a comparison between prayer
and an architect’s drawing. We make a blueprint of our plans and ideas and
go to God for Him to put His signature on it, whereas we should learn to go
to God with an empty sheet and let Him make the blueprint.
One of the things I began to discover was that prayer is not a formula or
method, but that it flows from my relationship with Jesus. Jesus says that if
you remain in Him - talk about an intimate relationship! – then you can ask
whatever you want.

“You can learn a lot about prayer
through the Bible and from other
Christians, but it will be of no use
to you if you don’t personally
take time to meet with God in
prayer every day.”
THE POWER OF PRAYER
“The power of prayer” is a good expression. But do you really believe that
your prayers make a difference to God, to yourself and to your teenager? All
those words I say to God, does He actually do anything with them or should I
learn to use the right words? If prayer simply means asking God questions, do
I then believe that He will answer? Do I really believe that if I give prayer and
intercession a central place in my life, my words will bring about real change?
I want to challenge you to take John Laidlaw’s advice seriously: “The most
important lesson about prayer is: Do it! Do it! Do it!” You can learn a lot about
prayer through the Bible and from the lives of other Christians, but it will be
of no use to you if you don’t personally take time to meet with God in prayer
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every day. By sharing a few real-life examples from my work with Youth for
Christ among young people and in local Churches, I want to make you even
more keen to believe that God hears our prayers and that He wants to do
something with them. At the same time, you may also feel the disappointment
of unanswered prayer and maybe also a feeling of guilt that you spend so little
time in prayer. We don’t want to avoid these topics because they’re part of
the reality of life. At our young people’s group, we have made it a habit after
the Rock Solid evenings to provide an opportunity for prayer. While we pray
together, we also ask God if He will speak. And God often has spoken and
the prayers or impressions of the youth leader or the teenager himself have
been right on the spot! This is an enormous encouragement for everyone
concerned. That’s why I challenge other youth leaders and Churches to put
this into practice.

WHEN PRAYER WORKS
At one junior school, we held a Rock Solid club every two weeks after school
in the gym. The hall filled up and we had a big group of bouncy young preadolescents. It struck us that each time we came to the moment for the talk for
the week, some of the young people began to act very strangely. This became
increasingly difficult for us and we began to wonder how we could change
the atmosphere, until the moment when one of the leaders felt she should
go into another room for a while to pray alone for this group. She asked God
specifically to bring about a positive atmosphere. While she was praying, a
real change in the group’s attitude took place. The talk for the week started
and everyone sat quietly on the benches and listened. This in itself was a
miracle for us. The youngsters even began to ask questions. Just because
someone was praying a few yards away.
I believe in prayer. Not as a handy trick to get things done, but as co-operation
between us and the Almighty God.

THEY’RE DOING IT THEMSELVES!
It’s wonderful to see teenagers discover new things in their relationship with
Jesus and also to help them grow in their prayer life. A good example of this
is “listening prayer”, which is nothing other than taking the time to hear if
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God has something to say. If you really believe that and have experienced it,
challenge your teenager to try it out too. I get really excited when they share
that they have spent time with Jesus and that God has also spoken to them.
As a parent or youth leader, you can play a positive role in the relationship
between God and your teenager(s). A prayer life and the expectation that God
speaks are part of this. It’s my prayer that young people will not only believe
for my sake, but that they will form their own personal relationship with Jesus.
Just like the woman at the well in John 4. They will believe not because I told
them, but because they’ve seen Him themselves. A tremendous example
of this kind of prayer was an encounter that took place between a teenager
and a minister. This minister had just moved to the town and wanted to
organize all kinds of things in his new Church: evenings, social events and
other meetings. During a prayer meeting where this minister was present,
there were also a number of teenagers whom I had known for years. At a
particular moment, one of them walked up rather nervously to the minister,
who had been a “professional” for 15 years, as he had the idea that God had
shown him something during the prayer time. “During my prayers, I saw a
picture of an enormous diary, completely full of appointments,” he said. “Then
it was as if God used my hand to wipe the whole diary clean and He said
that you should first spend more time with Him.” You can imagine that this
was a bombshell for the minister. I was proud of this boy who had the nerve
to share this with a minister. I was also touched to realize that the young
people of Youth for Christ had been challenged to pray and to learn how to
recognize His voice. You can only share what you have received yourself.
And you can only have your teenagers and young people share in a life of
prayer that you have yourself.
We see in Jesus’ own prayer life that He regularly sought God in prayer, early
in the morning or at night, alone with the Father. A good example helps us to
do likewise. If Jesus needed to spend time with His Father and to talk with
Him, how much more do we need it?

THE PRAYER THAT GOD ANSWERS
The short letter by James has taught me so much about prayer. James
says simply, “If any of you lacks wisdom, you should ask God, Who gives
generously to all without finding fault, and it will be given to you.” (James 1:5)
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If there’s one thing we need as parents and youth workers when it comes to
our teenagers, it’s wisdom. We can ask for it and trust that we shall receive
it. According to James, we should pray in faith. “But when you ask, you must
believe and not doubt” (verse 6). It was a long time before I grasped this.
What does it mean? If my prayers are not answered, is it because I have
little or no faith? According to me, that would be rather simplistic. The word
faith (“pistis” in Greek) also means trust. This gives a different and maybe
deeper meaning. “When you ask, you must believe”, can also mean, “When
you ask, you must trust”.

“I believe in prayer. Not as
a handy trick to get things done,
but as co-operation between us
and the Almighty God.”
KNOWING GOD
I have regularly been in situations where I was praying for something specific,
but if I was really honest, I didn’t trust God that He could or would do what I
asked. I discovered I didn’t know God well enough. He challenges us again
and again to have fellowship with Him. Just to draw near to Him boldly, so
that He will draw near to us. In the first place, that’s a challenge to invest in
my own personal relationship with Him. Prayer is a result of my relationship
with God, and trust and confidence in prayer are the result of knowing Him
better. If you discover more and more that you really can trust God, this will
have a positive effect on your prayer life and your prayers for your teenager.
You might think that your prayers will only be answered if you live very close
to God. This might indeed be a bit too simplistic, but over the years I have
noticed that the two things do have an influence on each other. The better
you know God, the more easily you will know what His will is. Then you can
pray for His will to be done on earth as it is in heaven.
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WHAT IF GOD DOES NOT (YET) ANSWER?
After all these great stories, I could also write a long article about all the
prayers that have not been answered. All those situations where I thought I
had heard God’s voice clearly, but where I was obviously on the wrong track.
I could write about the whole question of why God sometimes answers prayer
and sometimes doesn’t. But I’m not going to do that. Why not? Because we
can easily get bogged down in the subject of unanswered prayer. This means
we’re no longer longing for our prayers to be answered. All right, this may
be simplistic and not very pastoral, but I’ve discovered, as Mike Bickle says
in his book Growing in Prayer, that precisely unanswered prayers should
challenge us to talk to God about our questions. Rather than it stopping us
from praying, I want to challenge you to keep going. The well-known Bible
text about asking, seeking and knocking (Matthew 7:7) uses a continuous
form of the verbs in Greek. So it actually says ask and keep asking, seek
and keep seeking, knock and keep knocking. I hope this will help you not
to get discouraged in your prayers. Elijah had to pray seven times for rain,
although God had promised that it would rain. What if we stop praying at the
very moment God is about to answer our prayer?

“The most important lesson
about prayer is: Do it! Do it!
Do it!”

KEEP PRAYING!
There’s one more story I want to share with you. It encouraged me enormously in my prayer life and in my relationship with Jesus. A young pastor in
America began to discover that God still answers prayer and that He can still
heal, deliver and change people. He told the Church he was going to pray
for the sick every Sunday after the service. Full of enthusiasm, he made a
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start the next Sunday, but no one was healed. The following Sunday, exactly
the same thing happened and Church members started to lose interest. This
continued for a number of Sundays. Nothing happened. The Church members
no longer really took him seriously. Meanwhile, the pastor was beginning to
get fed up and He asked God what the problem was. He was thoroughly
frustrated and told God that he would try it once more the following Sunday. A
number of people came forward that day, far fewer than the previous weeks.
Nothing happened. “God, if nothing happens now, I’m going to stop!” he said.
And then it happened: the next person was completely healed! From that
moment, it was as if the floodgates had opened up. More and more people were healed through prayer. Just imagine that he had stopped praying,
knocking and seeking. Just imagine that you were to give up asking God,
because He still hasn’t answered your prayers. Don’t underestimate prayer.
Keep praying for your teenager and trust God to move mountains through
your prayers!

Robert Colijn is the regional coordinator of Youth for Christ.
He has been working as youth leader, trainer, coach and
specialist in youth work since 1999. He is a speaker and
regularly holds meetings on prayer and listening to God.
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Arjo: “If you seek God, He lets Himself
be found.”
“Most of all, I like praying with young people. It’s possible to do this in very
many different ways.” From the moment Arjo starts to talk about young people
and prayer, it’s obvious that it’s an integral part of his life.
“Next week I’m going to give a training session about listening prayer.” He
explains, “First I show from the Bible how God talks to people, including to
people who do not believe. Then I take time to be quiet for ten minutes and
I have them ask God, ‘What do You want to say?’ After the ten minutes are
up, I ask what they’ve heard from God. A thought, a picture, a song… It’s
great that there are always a few who say, ‘Wow, I was given something and
it’s awesome!’”
“Prayer is two-way traffic”, says Arjo. “During the training session, I always
ask, ‘Does prayer feel to you like one-way or two-way traffic? Is there something coming down too?’ Most young people say that information goes up well,
but not so very much comes down. Whereas this is what’s so great about a
relationship with God. If you ask Him something, He answers!”
Arjo finds the second part of the training session even more special. “Then
you have the opportunity to tell what God is saying to you about someone.
This is not only hugely encouraging for the person in focus, but also for the
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Youth worker Arjo
person who is speaking, because they can immediately test whether what
they say is right. I have the young people divide into small groups and ask
them to take it in turns to be the one in the middle. The rest stand around them
and ask God what He wants to tell them about this person. “How can I build
up, comfort, encourage or correct this person?” Any criticism must always
be constructive, because before you know it, you’ll be judging someone. I
don’t use the word prophecy. That makes it so serious. The most important
thing is that you can distinguish between what God says to you and your
interpretation of it. You always have to unravel this.”
“Some young people say that they don’t get anything. I explain that God
speaks to everyone in different ways. Some people have contact with God
when they’re walking through the woods, others by talking to someone. There
are also people who receive dreams or visions from God, or hear an audible
voice in their ears. I know a girl who met Jesus in a dream, which meant that
she came to faith. No one way is better than another. They’re all fine.”
“Most young people find listening prayer ‘mega cool’”, says Arjo. “That’s
because everyone is given a turn and they are personally touched. That
makes sense, because if you seek God, He allows Himself to be found. I think
it’s particularly important that young people learn to pray themselves. They
learn to express what they want from God. There is power in words. If you
want to forgive someone, you must say so yourself. In this way, they learn
to take responsibility for their own prayer life. This is what I want most of all.”

Youth worker Arjo on prayer
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Saskia van Helden

“When the children were little, my job of caring for them every day was always
supported by prayer. As I got the breakfast ready and tidied up their rooms,
everything I did was accompanied by prayer and blessing for them. Now they
are grown up, I continue to set aside time to pray for them. Throughout the
years, it’s been wonderful to see not only their development, but also what
God is doing in their lives.” – A praying mother

THE IMPORTANCE OF DAILY PRAYER
Is it necessary to pray for a teenager every day? Why should we pray so
much and so often when God already knows what our teenagers need?
The apostle Paul gives us an answer to this question in his first letter to the
Church in Thessalonica. It is one of the shortest Bible verses but apparently
what he says in chapter 5:17 is absolutely vital, “Pray continually”. Acts 2 tells
us that the early Church met together every day to pray and to break bread.
They took care of each other’s spiritual and material needs. Just as food
and drink are necessary to stay alive, in the same way prayer is vital for your
spiritual life. Faith without nourishment – prayer – will die. That’s why Paul
encourages the Churches above all to keep praying. He doesn’t say this just
because prayer is part of the religious duties of a believer. No, it’s desperately
needed! Every teenager needs praying parents. God has entrusted your child
to you temporarily as a parent. You care for him, you give him a roof over
his head, food and clothing (the material needs), and you bring him up in the
knowledge of God (the spiritual needs). But despite the care you give, your
advice, protection and warnings, you have no control over the path he will
take in life. So the best thing you can do is to bring him back to the One Who
created him and knows him through and through. Every time you bring your
teenager to God in prayer and give him back to God, you will discover more
and more that you can release him.

PERSEVERE
In practice this is more problematical, because you can be sure that prayer
is not automatic. When Jesus was in the garden of Gethsemane and asked
His disciples to watch and pray with Him, three times they fell asleep. And
you have no doubt in the past begun enthusiastically to pray, only to discover
after five minutes that your thoughts were wandering or that you were busy
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tidying up the house. So how do you persevere in bringing your teenager to
God every day? Just as you start to pray, the daily duties and cares seem
to cry out for attention. You are distracted by your diary which is bursting at
the seams with too many appointments, by your smartphone or the noises
around you. You’re tired because you went to bed too late yesterday. Maybe
you hardly dare to go on praying for your teenager because you have no faith
that things will turn out well.
It’s precisely in this kind of situation – when you have no inclination or time to
pray – that it’s a good thing to set a definite time for a daily meeting with God.
He knows your struggles but He’s not disappointed in you. He knows your
young person, but He’s not surprised or overwhelmed by the situation. He
wants to bear the burden with you and has the power to transform hopeless
situations. When you realise this, the longing to share the things on your
heart with Him every day will slowly but surely increase. You will see that as
you create time for prayer, there will be more space in your life and not less.
Your cares and problems will not then suddenly disappear, but you will see
them in a different light.

PROTECTION
When people pray – alone, as a family or in Church – they need protection
from the devil. Teenagers and young people are vulnerable and God’s enemy
wants to prevent you from praying for your teenager. Be aware of this and put
on the spiritual armour. This will prepare you to discern the subtle attacks of
the devil and to resist him. These spiritual weapons are described in Ephesians
6:10-18. So your struggle to pray or the lack of answers to your prayers may
have a spiritual origin. Stand in the gap for your teenager and don’t allow
yourself to be deterred!
Daily prayer also requires self-discipline. If you find it hard to persevere, don’t
feel guilty but keep your eyes on the goal: you love your teenager and want
things to go well for him. God wants this too. If for a while you don’t make
it, start afresh later. Puberty is a period in which it seems you lose your grip
on your teenager. Many parents who think they know their children, hardly
recognize them a couple of years later. Their openness seems to have disappeared and they share their feelings mainly with friends. But if your young
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person is open about the things that are on his heart, let him know that you
will pray and give thanks for those things. This may be for a school exam or
a new friendship. Giving thanks also helps you to persevere. If your teenager
notices that God has answered a prayer, take time to share together the way
in which this happened.

BEHIND THE SCENES
Prayer can give you a glimpse behind the scenes of your teenager’s daily
life. It’s like taking a look back stage. After all, you can’t always understand
the way your teenager behaves. You don’t know what’s going on behind the
scenes, but God knows your teenager through and through. He can understand and unravel the various moods of your teenager. Read Psalm 139 as a
prayer and fill in the name of your teenager as you do so. As you pray, you can
ask to be able to share these insights, so that they will have practical significance in the relationship with your teenager. If you know why he behaves in
a certain way, it gives you more of a grasp on the situation and you can pray
more specifically every day. I try in my prayer to understand what’s important
in God’s eyes. Subconsciously I use the things I have heard or read, such
as the theme of the sermon or the topic discussed in the Bible study group.
And yet I don’t always keep God central as I pray, and I sometimes try to put
pressure on Him to answer a specific prayer point. After a while I realise my
prayer is not getting through. What helps me then is just to concentrate on
giving thanks. The first time I did that, I was surprised how long my prayer of
thanksgiving lasted and the effect it had on my own attitude. I was able to let
go of my wishes and trust Him to work it out.

WHAT TO PRAY FOR?
How do you decide how to pray and give thanks for your teenager? For a
start, you can use the Bible as your guide to give biblical content to your
prayers. The Psalms in particular contain examples for when your teenager
needs help (Psalm 121), when he feels he has been unjustly treated as a
Christian (Psalm 37) or when he has ignored good advice (Psalm 119). You
can use biblical characters as examples and ask God to make your teenager
more like those heroes of the faith such as Esther and Daniel.
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When you pray for a young person in your own family, you can follow his
development by what you see and hear. Conversations with other parents,
with the youth leader or tutor at school can give you insight into the things
he’s involved in. But the best thing is to share with your teenager himself that
you are praying for him. As you talk about it, you can show him your interest
without being judgmental. Such a talk lends itself to more sensitive issues.
When your prayer has been answered, you can refer back to the conversation
and together give God the glory that is due to Him. Treat confidentially the
information your young person shares with you. If it’s not (yet) possible to
talk with him in this way, you can pray using your own observations of what
is going on in his life.
If you’re praying for a teenager outside your own family, you can ask him for
prayer topics in an email or when you talk with him. If he consents, you can
follow him on Facebook or other social media. If it’s a personal relationship
whereby you meet each other regularly, you can get in touch on special
occasions such as his birthday, a diploma presentation or a sad occasion and
ask if you can pray for that. If you’re a grandparent, these are also suitable
moments to keep up the relationship with your grandchild. You can let him
know you love him and tell him you are praying for him.

TRUST
In the course of the contact with your teenager, you may obtain information
about something that is threatening to him or incriminating for his family. As an
intercessor, you may feel responsible for the whole family situation, but that’s
not the intention. The teenager trusts his prayer partner and that’s especially
important in a situation where he’s no longer able to trust his parents. So try
to increase his self-sufficiency. If you cannot find a solution, you can probably
consult the clergyman or a Church elder. Many Churches also make available
the possibility of seeking advice confidentially. If the situation threatens to get
out of hand and becomes unsafe, urge your young person to seek (professional) help, for instance from a Christian organisation.
If you have little contact with the teenager, your prayer will perhaps be less
personal, but no less important. You could find general information about
what makes young people tick. For instance, read a book about teenagers
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that has been written by Christians (see the list of recommended books on
page 96). Maybe you are praying for a teenager in a refugee camp, in hospital or in prison. In such special circumstances, it may be difficult to maintain
contact. Then it may be of real value to the teenager to hear – during a visit
or in a card you send – that you are praying for him.
In the context of WakeUp Deborah, we make use of various methods to
emphasize the importance of prayer for young people. For instance, young
people can themselves pray for other teenagers during the Church service
or at other meetings. You can pass on prayer topics for teenagers to your
Church leader when prayer is needed for a camp, a project or an Alpha
course. A prayer box is one way of collecting prayer topics from the youth
group. (See also Day 20 on page 80 and page 95)

PRAYER POINTS FOR EVERY DAY
For millions of teenagers life is a daily struggle to survive. Many of them do
not get the chance to meet Jesus. Just imagine the effect on them and on
the whole of our society if there were a praying adult behind every teenager.
Don’t underestimate prayer for teenagers. They need it in every area of their
lives. So pray for them in all aspects of their daily life, such as:
- Health, dealing with disorders and sickness
- Stability and safety
- Friendship and relationships
- Internet, games and social media
- Stimulants, drugs
- School, music and sports
- Nightlife, hobbies and jobs
- Contact with the Church
- Family relationships
- Growing in faith

THE EFFECT ON FAMILY AND CHURCH
Praying for a teenager in your own family is a blessing to both of you. As you
invite God to be present in your life, his life and in the family, you will see His
power at work. The sooner you make prayer a vital part of your family life, the
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more natural it will be to involve God in every aspect. By sharing with each
other what God is doing in your family, you demonstrate clearly how He is
involved. Share with each other how God has led you through the years and
sometimes through the generations: the events, the miracles, how God is
evident in your family, but also the disappointments. Teenagers need stories
and feelings that are real. That will help them to understand why you use
specific customs or rituals in your prayer. Give your teenager the opportunity
to share his disappointments.

“Daily prayer requires selfdiscipline. If you find it hard to
persevere, don’t feel guilty but
keep your eyes on the goal.”

The more open you are about things you could or should have done differently, the more your teenager will see how dependent you are on God.
Through praying daily for him and with him, you show that you need God
every day. Prayer is indispensable in the life of a family in God’s kingdom. If
you put that into practice, you can expect Him, according to Matthew 6:33,
to provide what you need every day.
A Church that prays for its teenagers gives them, as it were, back to God.
One clergyman witnessed an enormous change in his Church by doing this.
A large group of men and women each “adopted” one of the teenagers in the
Church to pray for every day. Contact between the generations increased and
the conversations took on a different meaning. They were more aware of their
Christian life. The number of young people who asked to be confirmed kept
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growing. Paul predicted this in his letter to the Church in Philippi: “In every
situation, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to
God. And the peace of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard
your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.” (Philippians 4:6-7)

TIPS
•

Exchange methods, ways of praying and rituals with other intercessors.
Set prayers will help you to pray daily and they enliven your prayer life.

•

Use a notebook for your daily prayer. By writing down every day what you
have prayed for and what your experiences are, you will gradually see a
pattern emerging.

•

You could fast for a day or half a day while praying for an urgent need.

•

Don’t focus too much on the present problems facing your teenager.
Sometimes you just have to let go. Bring him to God every day. Try to
come alongside him, encourage him and express your appreciation of
him. God is a God of hope!

Saskia van Helden is coordinator of WakeUp Deborah
Europe, Middle East & North Africa and The Netherlands.
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Dick: “Praying with your eyes open and a
broom in your hands.”
“Praying is something you can do in different ways”, says Dick. He is a youth
leader and has been working with teenagers for twenty-five years now. “But I
do not pray that much in the traditional way with my hands together and eyes
closed. I’m a doer. For me, spending an evening with young people is also a
form of prayer. About six years ago, I noticed that I was spending too much
time on transferring knowledge. I wanted to be more of a witness in my life.
How do you do that? Mainly by doing what you’re good at.”
“When I got a new job in which I was supervising young people in the
workplace, I discovered that I was very good at recognising non-verbal
communication. I realise very well when a young person is bothered about
something. My boss was a Christian too, and he advised me to bring what
I saw in non-verbal communication to God in prayer and to listen to Him. I
started to do that. Simply praying in the workplace with my eyes open, a
broom in my hands and asking, “Where do You want to have me? What do
You want me to do?” I made a habit of this.”
“It’s with this focus on God that I go about with my group of teenagers.
Sometimes this leads to very special conversations, in which at times I say
things that I would never have thought of myself! But often this doesn’t work
either. During one of the club evenings, I had the idea that again I had not
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Youth leader Dick
managed to convey anything to the group. At the end, one of the teenagers
said that she was hungry. What do you do then? I jumped in the car, drove
to the take-away and got twenty hamburgers. While we were sitting on a
bench eating them, the conversation turned to the subject of the evening. In
the end, we were able to convey much more than we had prepared for. The
group changed from loose sand into a unity. They’re still together to this day.
This was not our doing. It didn’t depend on the hamburgers either. It was God!
Our focus was on having pleasant evenings together, and they changed into
beautiful and valuable evenings.”
Teenagers grow not only physically, but also emotionally. Dick recognises the
struggle between intellect and feelings in his teenagers’ group. “They have
to form opinions about all sorts of subjects, but in the meantime, this does
something to their feelings. This is why I try to create a safe and relaxed setting, so that attention is also paid to their emotions. We talk about big issues
like war and ebola, and about the grandma who is mugged in the street. Then
I ask them, ‘Why are you angry, sad or actually happy?’”
Dick’s most important tip about praying for teenagers is letting go. “Don’t be
focused on the transfer of knowledge or whether everything is getting across.
If you expect that God is going to do His work, things will happen. The more
you dare to let go and to let them see that they can be who they are, the
more you get back. Perhaps not now, but tomorrow or maybe next year. I no
longer worry about that. All I want is to reveal Jesus.”

Youth leader Dick on prayer
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We meet regularly to pray together. A group of young people, 20 plus, from
the vicinity. We pray for very practical things, and also for growth in the faith.
And it works! They say they are getting to know God better and seeking His
input in their lives. On one of these occasions, a young man – let’s call him
Bill – asked God to help him get more involved with the people around him,
and to care from them. He decided to strike up a conversation with people
he met in the street or on the bus. A month later, I came across Bill in the
supermarket. He had just had a chat with a man selling street newspapers,
who was quite cheered by this. A great example of the change prayer can
bring about!

PRAYER BRINGS ABOUT CHANGE
Praying with young people makes a difference. The difference is often small,
but if you add up all the little things, they can bring about big changes.
Because when young people come to know Jesus, things change in their
lives. A boy in our youth group discovered that Jesus was asking him not
only to care for his own needs but also to look out for others. He began at
home by clearing things up and doing the shopping. Two months later, I
spoke to his mother. She wondered what had happened to him, as he was
much more open and cheerful than before. He spent less time in his room
and more time downstairs with the family.
Prayer is extremely important to me. It helps me to let go. I can often work
my fingers to the bone and be consumed by my work or new things that
interest or excite me, but I forget to look out for the people around me. Until
I pray. Then I often experience that God is telling me it doesn’t all depend
on me. That gives peace and tranquillity. It makes me more relaxed in my
work and I make time for the people around me.
Because I know I am only a small link in the chain of God’s great plan with this
world, I also know that the work doesn’t depend on me. I can allow myself to
be guided by Him. This realisation gives me a new perspective on the world.
I am not living for myself but for God’s glory and I can always go back to
Him. In prayer, I seek intimacy with God. Oswald Chambers put it beautifully:
“The purpose of prayer is that we get ahold of God, not of the answer.” This
statement helps me to work and live in dependence on Him. That’s why it’s
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so important that young people get to know Jesus; after all, isn’t that what
you want for all the young people in your country? It was through Jesus
that God showed His love for the world! He is the ultimate role model if you
want to know what a life lived close to God looks like. In order to reach your
destination in life, you really need Jesus.

“There’s more prayer on the
street than you might think. Youth
workers pray while playing football
with the young people. People in
the area pray for youth workers and
young people pray themselves.”
As a parent or youth worker, you play a part in the change taking place in the
lives of young people. After all, as you pray for the youth, you bring them to
God. You ask God, as it were, to take care of them. Corrie ten Boom writes
in this context: “The most important thing you can do for someone else is
to pray for them. Prayer secures the victory. Every other way we serve is
simply reaping the results of prayer.” This means it doesn’t depend only on
your commitment as a parent or that of the youth workers, but on God and
His plan with the young people.

HOW GOD WORKS THROUGH PRAYER
Every week, I come across people who dream that the young people will
come to know Jesus and who pray for them. These are real pioneers who
are prepared to go off the beaten track in order to reach young people. They
are working on ways to reach the youth in their area, sometimes in the most
unlikely places. Some of these pioneers are youth leaders who have been
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interceding for years for teenagers and young adults on the fringe or outside
of Church life.
For example, there was a youth worker who was praying for a young lad that
he would get on better at school. He spoke to him the next day and the young
man told him proudly that he hadn’t been sent out of class all day. This was
an answer to prayer for the youth worker. It sounds trivial but it made a big
difference. This little success helped the lad to believe he could complete a
task. And that was good for his self-confidence. It’s often these little steps in
growth that – when added up – contribute to make a big change. In this way,
they grow as people and they come a little closer to God’s plan.
Youth worker Carlo and his team never go out on the street before they’ve
prayed for their work: for good talks with young people, for openness, but
also for love and patience. You really need that if you go about with young
people. If you have discovered God’s love yourself, that makes it possible to
love young people, even when they do stupid things. The young people in
Carlo’s neighbourhood recognise this. People sometimes ask in amazement,
“How come you’re such nice people?” Wow! And there are many more stories
about prayer like this around the country.

PRAYING FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
For most of the youth workers that I know, praying for the youth speaks for
itself. Prayer is part of going about with the young people they meet. The
Youth for Christ team in one town in Holland has hung up name cards for their
young people. That reminds them to pray for them. A group of volunteers put
clothes pegs on the cards of the young people they are praying for. These
young people are practically unchurched but they know that the volunteers
pray for them. It often happens that if the youth workers are not there for a
moment, they secretly stick all the pegs on the cards with their own name.
Some youth workers ask people in the area to pray for their work and for the
young people. For example, they send a prayer letter or an email to people in
their network. In one city, they have asked the prayer group to pray specifically
during an activity. This prayer group is a team of people who pray for the youth
work and seek God’s guidance for it. In another town, a group of volunteers
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also prays during the activities. And that is actually their most important task!
They pray for God’s Spirit to inspire the youth workers and guide them. The
youth workers can ask them to pray for specific problems they encounter
during the activities. And it works! This is evident in the following testimonies
of young people:
- Since he prayed together with a volunteer, a boy from Rotterdam no
longer has nightmares that wake him every night.
- A group of people prayed for a girl suffering from depression and now
she is able to go out and face the day.
- Another girl has learned how to cope with her parents’ divorce and
prays with a volunteer about this.
- One girl had not been to the Youth for Christ centre for a long time. The
team decided to pray that she would be able to go to a drama production
about the life of King David. That same week, the youth worker first of all
came across the mother and then the girl herself. She invited her to go
along to the production and she did.

PRAYING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE
So there’s more prayer on the street than you might think. Some youth workers
pray while they are playing football with the young people. People in the area
pray for the youth workers. The workers pray together with young people and
they also pray themselves. It’s a lifestyle that they demonstrate and pass on.
Of course this doesn’t happen automatically, but because prayer is so natural
for the workers, it is authentic for the young people and even makes them
curious.
On one occasion, there was a group of workers praying together before the
doors of the youth centre opened. Their prayer meeting was interrupted by
some of the regulars who were hammering on the windows to be let in. They’d
let them in, said one of the workers, if they would be quiet until the end of
the prayers. “You can join in if you want”, the team leader added. To his
amazement they did. And so the youth workers and the young people stood
in a circle, asking God to bless the evening.
Another great example. In one youth group, a young man makes it a habit to
pray before the meal that they share together. Faith doesn’t actually mean a
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lot to him, but he still feels it’s important to start the meal in this way. I really
believe God is present in a very real way at that moment.
Learning to pray is an important step towards a personal relationship with
God. When young people pray themselves, this is an opportunity to come into
contact with God and to know Him personally. Sometimes they experience
that He gives them peace, love, hope or patience. But even if they’re not sure
that God exists, this is maybe their first conscious step with Him. This way,
they create space for God to be able to work.

“By praying themselves,
they create space
for God to be able
to work.”

In those moments when teenagers and young people dare to be vulnerable,
an opportunity is created to pray together. This is on condition that they feel
secure with the youth workers, volunteers or parents. This requires sensitivity and good mutual relationships. The fact that they express their feelings
towards God differently or more crudely than you would do is part of who
they are. They sometimes say things you would not say and in a way that
you feel is irreverent. Don’t let it shock you but consider their motivation and
their courage in daring to be vulnerable. The very fact that they are open
towards God is something wonderful to experience. Trust God that He is in
control and that it’s His desire to form a relationship with the young person.
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PRAYER AT YOUTH FOR CHRIST
Youth for Christ workers share these “little” answers to prayer with each
other. We hold weekly services, and during these meetings we pray for developments affecting young people. We also share our experiences when we
meet with the co-workers and volunteers. We produce prayer calendars for
the people who pray for our work and these contains testimonies and prayer
points. All these stories encourage us to press on with heart and soul with our
work among young people. It is so encouraging to see how God is at work
among young people. If you add it all up, you get the whole picture. And that
gives hope. We want to share that hope with each other and as many others
as possible. In this way we can encourage one another.
How do we do that? During various events, we share new ideas with the youth
workers and volunteers. In order to provide them with new inspiration, we
may, for example, organise trips to LifeSpots: local initiatives by volunteers
for youth in the area. The volunteers – each with their own project – share
their experiences, how their project was set up and how God guided them in
the process. The stories these pioneers share form a source of inspiration
for others to get to work among young people.
We encourage the youth workers and volunteers to pray for their young
people and for each other. A great opportunity to do this is when workers
and volunteers meet together at national meetings. There is a strong sense
of solidarity and everyone shares the same passion for God and for young
people. In this way, they realise they are not alone and that God is at work
on a far wider scale than just the local club. A few years ago, a volunteer
shared on one of these occasions that she was very disappointed that her
project hadn’t got off the ground, although she had a great passion for the
young people in her neighbourhood. A youth worker prayed with her for trust
and that she would be able to rest in the knowledge that God would show
her His plan and the right timing. Two years later, she has started a drama
activity at which she meets weekly with twenty young people.
Another special occasion when we pray together and inspire each other is
the Youth for Christ annual staff conference. We take plenty of time during the
conference to think things through, to seek to be quiet and to pray together.
We also take time to remember the moments when we have seen God at
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work among the youth whom we love so much. These are days of unity,
vision, passion and new enthusiasm to work together with what God is doing
for young people.
The work of Youth for Christ reaches beyond national borders. We are active
in more than 130 countries and in each country we connect up with the social
environment and culture of the youth. Despite great differences in culture,
context and approach, youth workers worldwide testify to the same great God.
The God who wants to be a Father for young people and use them in His
plan for this world. There are stories of answered prayer, changed lives and
young leaders who are taking their place in society. At the annual Youth for
Christ conference, it’s these testimonies that make the greatest impression.
WakeUp Deborah, which you can read about in this book, is internationally
active. As part of Youth for Christ International, people are inspired to pray
daily for (their) children and young people. In this way, youth leaders and
youth workers are working together to set the next generation on its feet.
The American author Helen Keller once said, “The world is moved along,
not only by the mighty shoves of its heroes, but also by the aggregate of tiny
pushes of each honest worker.” It’s these tiny pushes that are effective in
spreading God’s love abroad in this world.

Ruud Bouman is Youth for Christ’s team manager
for “Church and LifeSpots”
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Anja: “First bring the young people to God
before you bring God to the young people.”
Anja has been involved in young people’s work since 2001, and since 2013
her youth club has been one of the LifeSpots that Youth for Christ supports.
Together with Annet and Hilde, she forms a highly motivated trio, who meet
all sorts of young people every week, some who attend Church and some
who do not. They are supported in this by numerous volunteers.
“One week we have Rock Solid on Friday evenings for teenagers in the last
year of junior school and the first year of secondary school. Both teenagers
who attend Church and teenagers outside of the Church come to this. The
other week, there is SuperWoman, for girls in further education. After these
activities, young people can drop in at will. There are many unbelieving young
people there too. Fortunately, together with the young people, God immediately gives you a prayer burden to pray for them. If we do everything in our
own strength, human drive, it often gets stuck. But if you do it on the basis of
God’s drive, you see blessing and you experience His presence and strength.
Regarding prayer, it is clear to Anja, “I once read somewhere, ‘First bring
people to God before you bring God to people.’ Jesus says, ‘Let the children
come to Me.’ Primarily, I see this literally, but it is also about prayer. First bring
them to Him in prayer. We pray for them at the beginning of the activity, and
afterwards we give thanks. Any prayer topics, we take to the weekly prayer
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Pioneer Anja
group on a Monday. Our group has been praying together for years. We
pray specifically for young people where there is something going on, and
we mention them by name. The intercessors come from various Churches,
and there are both young and older people. In addition, there is an interdenominational prayer network that prays for us. Through a newsletter, prayer
topics and developments are made known.
Like everywhere, young people there have their struggles. “We see teenagers
struggling with uncertainty and a lack of self-confidence. They want so much
to belong, but they do not know how. In the older group, many young people
are already involved in drugs, drink and sex. This applies to only a small
proportion of all the young people in the town, but it is happening. I have two
children of that age myself, and I hear a lot from them. Sometimes I’m taken
aback. Even though they may run up against a wall a dozen times, some
things they have to solve themselves and find out themselves. But it is good
to bring all these things to God in prayer.”
Besides praying for the young people, Anja, Hilde and Annet also consider
it important that young people learn to pray themselves. “Hopefully they
learn that praying means that you are talking to the living God! We also
sometimes pray with a teenager. Usually they tell about something that’s
bothering them. After a chat like that, we bring the situation together to God.
Very simply. At the moment they may not grasp it, but I then say, ‘It doesn’t
matter whether you believe in God, because I do believe, and He hears us
now.’ This sinks in.”

Pioneer Anja on prayer
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31
creative

ways to pray
In order to make prayer with and for your teenager specific, we have drawn
up a list of thirty-one ways of praying. This means that for every day of the
month, you have at hand a specific way of making room in your daily life for
prayer with and for your teenager.
Prayer is not always easy. In order to grow in this, you can keep a prayer
diary. You might apply the ways of praying from this book. To these you can
add your own prayer topics.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
For every day, write down what you have prayed for your teenager. Keep
some space free for the results of the prayers and what you have experienced
in the way God is going with your teenager. It is worth mentioning both good
and difficult moments. What do you see when you look back over the thirtyone days?
These ways of praying were devised, collected and edited by Jan van den Berg,
coordinator of Rock Steady and Live Steady and a trainer with Youth for Christ.

DAY

01
Count your blessings
Go outside
on a clear
and look at

night

the stars.

Try to link every star with a
blessing that you have received
from God in or through your
teenager. Thank God specifically
for each blessing.
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DAY

02
Youtube-prayer
Listen on Youtube
to the song
A Parent’s Prayer
by Cary McVay.
Which sentences touch
you?
Express these
in prayer
to God.
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DAY

03
Pebble prayer
Pebble
as a symbol for a
Take a

current prayer topic. Hold the
pebble in your hand, let it warm
up and pray about the prayer
topic. Then place the pebble on
your Bible, open at

1 Peter 5:7.
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DAY

04
Prayer dedicating your

teenager to God

Based on Psalm 139
“You have searched my teenager, Lord, and You know her. You know when
she sits and when she rises; You perceive her thoughts from afar. You discern
her going out and her lying down; You are familiar with all her ways.Before a
word is on her tongue, You, Lord, know it completely. You hem her in behind
and before, and You lay Your hand upon her.
Such knowledge is too wonderful for her, too lofty for her to attain. Where can
she go from Your Spirit? Where can she flee from Your presence? If she goes
up to the heavens, You are there; if she makes her bed in the depths, You are
there. If she rises on the wings of the dawn, if she settles on the far side of the
sea, even there Your hand will guide her, Your right hand will hold her fast.
If she says, ‘Surely the darkness will hide me and the light become night
around me,’ even the darkness will not be dark to You; the night will shine like
the day, for darkness is as light to You.
For You created her inmost being; You knit her together in her mother’s womb.
I praise You because she is fearfully and wonderfully made; Your works are
wonderful, I know that full well.
Her frame was not hidden from You when she was made in the secret place,
when she was woven together in the depths of the earth. Your eyes saw her
unformed body; all the days ordained for her were written in Your book before
one of them came to be.
How precious are Your thoughts, God! How vast is the sum of them! Search
her, God, and know her heart; test her and know her anxious thoughts. See if
there is any offensive way in her, and lead her in the way everlasting. Amen.”
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DAY

05
Diary prayer
which
specific activities
Note down

your teenager has in
the coming week. Pray

specifically for these
activities and the role of your
teenager in these.

31 creative ways to pray
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DAY

06
Moment of fasting
Miss a meal or
activity and use that
time to pray for your
teenager.
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DAY

07
Praying from the Bible
The Word of God has power in itself. This is why it is regularly
used for prayer. Think of Bible texts that you can pray literally
about a subject that is relevant in your personal life.
This is also good to do together with your teenager. Here we
present a topic, but do try to fit in specifically with what is of
concern to your teenager and what you are discussing together.
Pray with and for one another and close by
praying the Bible text.

Subject: “Courage”
“But as for you, be strong and do not give up, for
your work will be rewarded.”
2 Chronicles 15:7
“Be strong and take heart, all you who hope in the Lord.”
Psalm 31: 25
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DAY

08
Prayer walk
Go outside, into the countryside, or have a walk around the
neighbourhood. Take time to
sort things out in your head and
pray for all the subjects that come
to mind.
If your teenager is at school
nearby, you might walk past the
school and silently say a prayer
for him and his classmates.
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DAY

09
Psalm 151
Take time to

write a

psalm for yourself as a
prayer to God. Possibly read a
number of the Psalms for
inspiration. Keep it close to
home and to the emotions
that live in you, such as

thankfulness, trust,
concern or sorrow.
31 creative ways to pray
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DAY

10
Sitting at His feet
Praying is two-way traffic. Often we
are talking, but the intention is that we
listen to what God says, too. Just as
the disciples sat at Jesus’
feet and listened to what
He had to say.
At home, sit in a comfortable chair
or find a quiet place somewhere
outdoors. Sit there for a moment
and be quiet.
Try to listen to God’s voice.
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DAY

11
WhatsApp
prayer group
Start a WhatsApp group

parents of
teenagers from the
Church in which you can
with other

share prayer topics with
one another and so

pray for one
another.
31 creative ways to pray
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DAY

12
Attitude & Blessing
Read 1 Kings 8.

Solomon’s way
of praying and attitude
Let

sink in. What do you think
about this? Read and pray
again the blessing in verses
56 to 61, with your teenager
in mind.
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DAY

13
Personalised
Lord’s Prayer
Make the Lord’s Prayer
personal, by making every
line specific with your
own words or prayers.
See also page 21 for
an example.

31 creative ways to pray
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DAY

14
Praying from the Bible
The Word of God has power in itself. This is why it is regularly
used for prayer. Think of Bible texts that you can pray literally
about a subject that is relevant in your personal life.
This is also good to do together with your teenager. Here we
present a topic, but do try to fit in specifically with what is of
concern to your teenager and what you are discussing together.
Pray with and for one another and close by praying the
Bible text.

Subject: “Fear”
“So do not fear, for I am with you; do not be dismayed, for I am
your God. I will strengthen you and help you; I will uphold you
with My righteous right hand.”
Isaiah 41:10
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DAY

15
Thanksgiving
alphabet
With

each letter of the

alphabet, think of something
for which you are

thankful to God relating
to your family or your teenager.

AB C D E F G H I J K LM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
31 creative ways to pray
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“For God so loved the
world that He gave His
one and only Son, that
whoever believes in
Him shall not perish
but have eternal life.”
John 3:16
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DAY

16
Poem
Like Mary in
Luke 1, write a
poem which
says

what you feel
for God and for
your teenager.
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DAY

17
Peppermint prayer
Take one peppermint for each
prayer. Pray until the peppermint
is gone. Then select another
prayer topic and take another
peppermint. Do this until there
are no more prayer topics.
This is also a good way to pray
with your teenager.
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DAY

18
This little light
In various Christian traditions, prayer is
associated with the burning of candles.
A burning candle is a sign of the
light in the darkness of life. A simple
testimony to the hope that despite
everything the light will conquer, or a
symbol of God’s presence.
Light a candle and consider, what
symbolic value it has for you.
Then pray for your teenager.
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DAY

19
Song before praying
Find a song that you enjoy
listening to and that

helps
you to focus on God.

Listen to it and then take time
to pray. By always listening to
the same song as preparation
for prayer,

a ritual

you create
that helps you to

become quiet, after which you
can actually turn to prayer.
31 creative ways to pray
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DAY

20
Prayerbox
Make a prayer box for the
family and provide pieces of
paper. Find an opportunity, for
example around mealtimes,
to explain that each member
of the family can write a prayer
topic on a piece of paper and
put it in the prayer box. At the
end of the day, everyone can
take out a paper and pray for
the prayer topic for a week.
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DAY

21
Praying from the Bible
The Word of God has power in itself. This is why it is regularly
used for prayer. Think of Bible texts that you can pray literally
about a subject that is relevant in your personal life.
This is also good to do together with your teenager. Here we
present a topic, but do try to fit in specifically with what is of
concern to your teenager and what you are discussing together.
Pray with and for one another and close by praying the Bible text

Subject: “Doing what is right”
“If you listen to Me, you will know what is right, just, and fair. You
will know what you should do.”
Proverbs 2: 9 (Good News Translation)

31 creative ways to pray
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DAY

22
Mirror writing
Write with a whiteboard

marker a prayer

or a

blessing on a mirror
in which your teenager

looks every day.
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DAY

23
Wooden cross
Make a wooden cross.
This can simple be two branches
or pieces of wood that you tie
together with a piece of string or
nail together. Get some small
post-it notes.
Write down key words about your
points for prayer and thanksgiving.
Pray about them and when you
have done so, stick the notes on
the cross. In this way, you literally
hand over the prayers.
31 creative ways to pray
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DAY

24
One-to-one chat
Find another
parent,
have a cup of
coffee together,
talk together
about raising
children
(in the faith) and
pray together.
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DAY

25
Sowing and reaping
Take a sunflower seed, write
the initials of your teenager
on it and put it in the ground.
Pray that your teenager will
grow in faith and will
bear fruit.
Enjoy the results!

31 creative ways to pray
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DAY

26
Research
Make a list of subjects that you
find difficult in bringing up your
teenager (in the faith). Select a
subject which you are going to
look into.
Read a book about it, talk
about it with someone with
practical experience or look
up useful websites.
Following this, you can pray
very specifically because of the
knowledge you have gained.
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DAY

27
Fire and flames
Take

a match,
and light it.
As long as
the match is

burning, pray
for your teenager.
31 creative ways to pray
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DAY

28
Prayer from the Bible
The Word of God has power in itself. This is why it is regularly
used for prayer. Think of Bible texts that you can pray literally
about a subject that is relevant in your personal life.
This is also good to do together with your teenager. Here we
present a topic, but do try to fit in specifically with what is of
concern to your teenager and what you are discussing together.
Pray with and for one another and close by praying the Bible text

Subject: “Protection”
“The Lord will keep you from all harm – He will watch over your
life; the Lord will watch over your coming and going both now
and for evermore.”
Psalm 121: 7 en 8
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DAY

29
Two hands,
ten prayer topics
With your two hands, you collect ten
prayer topics, five for each hand.
Left hand: five internal prayer topics:
for growth in faith, discovering of
qualities, use of gifts, certainty in the
faith, development of identity.
Right hand: five external prayer topics
about what she is doing in daily life
and with whom. Consider: school,
Saturday job, sports club, friends,
the youth club.
31 creative ways to pray
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DAY

30
Compliments card
Write a card to your
teenager stating

a good
quality that you

proud of and
thankful for. Give
thanks to God for it and
post the card to
are

your teenager.
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DAY

31
Blessing
The blessing of God be with you.
In the light and the darkness,
He’s always true.
Every step of the way
that you take in His name
will be guided by His love,
forever the same.
Receive now the blessing He gives.
Dare to dream and to listen,
and know that He lives.
In His strength, you are strong.
Let His Spirit come in,
Who will heal and will comfort,
renew you within.
May God bless you,
in the name of the Father.
God bless you,
in the name of the Son.
May God bless you,
His Spirit displayed.
Be strong and courageous,
and be not afraid.
Title: May God bless you (translated from: Wees gezegend)
Text & music: Freek van der Brugge & Elbert Smelt
© 2012 Lev Worship Foundation
31 creative ways to pray
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WakeUp Deborah
We hope that this book has provided you with inspiration and motivation to
pray for teenagers around you. You don’t have to do this on your own; we
are here to help you.
WakeUp Deborah is a worldwide movement of people who are praying for
God’s love in the lives of young people. It encourages parents and adults
to pray for a specific teenager out of love and compassion: somebody they
know in their family, neighbourhood, school or Church. Talk with the teenager
about your prayers for him, and ask what you should pray or give thanks for.
In the simplicity of daily prayer, huge strength is hidden. Your teenager will
discover this.
WakeUp Deborah supports intercessors and prayer groups with prayer
community, training and materials. Deborah is the name we use for women
prayer partners, and Daniel for men.
WakeUp Deborah brings them into contact with one other to pray together and
to encourage one another to persevere in personal prayer. These meetings
are like those of the first Christian Churches. They confirm the trust in God,
with stories about His guidance in the lives of teenagers.

WAKEUP DEBORAH AND YOUTH FOR CHRIST WORLDWIDE
WakeUp Deborah and Youth for Christ are working together worldwide in
contact with local Churches and schools. Prayer partners are linked up with
young people who are taking part in Youth for Christ programmes: volunteers,
school children, young people on the streets, teenage mothers. But also
teenagers in shelters, prisons and hospitals. This movement of prayer has
a great effect in the development in faith of young people, in the contact
between generations and in the spiritual blossoming of Churches, schools
and cities. We encourage you to make a connection between the teenagers
of Youth for Christ and your prayer group.
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PRAY!
You have been able to read how important prayer for young people and youth
work is. You can sign up for this movement and be part of the worldwide
mosaic of people praying. This is a powerful signal, for teenagers and for all
believers who are lacking a community of faith. Send an email to
wakeupdeborah@yfc.nl

GIVE!
For the distribution of this book, we depend on donations. More translations
are to follow. Support us with a donation, so that we can continue to do this
important work.

Beneficiary Account Name: YFC EMENA,
citing WakeUp Deborah
Rabobank, The Netherlands
IBAN: NL30 RABO 0192 3127 82
BIC: RABONL2U
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START A PRAYER GROUP
Has this book inspired you to start a prayer group? WakeUp Deborah is both a
network of intercessors and a prayer movement. Coordinators support, advise,
and facilitate communication and connectivity in order to be effective and to
continue to expand the network. It’s also about making a connection between
the intercessors and the teenagers. We would like to give you a few suggestions about how you can make a start on leading a prayer ministry for teenagers.

PRAY!
Starting a WakeUp Deborah group means that you encourage and inspire
women and men to pray for (their) teenagers and to be part of the global
mosaic of intercessors. Every praying group experiences the power of prayer
and perceives that God touches the hearts of people. If it is your desire to start
a prayer movement like this; pray that God will encourage people around you
to become intercessor for a teenager. Pray for teenagers who are in need
of an intercessor.

UNITE!
Start a community of praying people, connected to Youth for Christ, in your
town, in your Church or around places where teenagers spend most of their
time. Share what is precious and important, the stories of God’s guidance
in the lives of teenagers. These stories reveal the wonders of the Lord and
they inspire and confirm your faith in Him. Let each group seek His guidance
and strategy for specific areas such as the format, style and frequency of
meetings, local organizational structures and the way you stay in contact
with the teenagers.

COMMUNICATE!
The easiest way to connect with all the people or the group who want to
know about your prayer movement is a website, linked to the worldwide
movement of WakeUp Deborah. Training, meetings and prayer support can
be posted on the site. Link your website to the website of Youth for Christ or
your Church website.
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Communicate with the teenagers through personal contact, meetings, by
e-mail or social media.

PRAYER ALERT!
Prayer partners can submit topics to each other and to WakeUp Deborah for
a Prayer Alert. These are prayer burdens that relate to a number of teenagers
and which require the prayer of all the Deborahs and Daniels. Prayer Alerts
are sent to everyone and are put on the website. This is why it is important
that prayer groups sign up on the website or by e-mail.

PRAYER BOX!
Make a prayer box for a group of teenagers and provide pieces of paper. Find
an opportunity during events or at the regular meetings, where they can write
out a prayer topic with their name on it. Put them in the prayer box. At the end
of the meeting, you can divide the prayer notes between the intercessors.

CREATIVITY!
Remind your teenagers to your prayers. Their self-esteem grows when they
discover that you are praying for them every day. Be creative in your relation.
You can make your teenagers a prayer bracelet or give them a card to put in
their wallet with a prayer text on it.

Blessed be all who love our Lord Jesus Christ.

Saskia van Helden
Coördinator WakeUp Deborah
E: wakeupdeborah@yfc.nl
W: www.wakeupdeborah.org
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Faith, prayer & teenagers
Puberty is an important time in the development (in faith) of teenagers. This
is why they need our daily prayers. But how do you keep going? What can
you ask and expect of God, and what role does your own faith play in this?
How do teenagers actually deal with prayer themselves and how can you
pray with them in a relaxed way?
In this book, all sorts of people who are close to teenagers speak about their
experiences: from youth workers to mothers, from prayer partners to teachers.
How must the parents of Samson have prayed for their son?
WakeUp Deborah is a worldwide movement of prayer for teenagers. Prayer is also
the engine of the youth work of Youth for Christ. In this book, we want to share with
you our experience of this with young people. Prayer can be done in many more
ways than putting your hands together and closing your eyes. We have included
in this book 31 creative ways to pray: one for every day of the month.

SUBJECTS RAISED IN THIS BOOK:
•
•
•
•
•

Why is it important to pray daily for your teenager?
How do you find a way of praying that will keep you going?
How can you ask your teenager for prayer topics?
How do you teach teenagers to understand God’s voice?
What do you do if heaven remains silent?

www.wakeupdeborah.org/faithprayerteenagers

